BWG Measurement Library Content Template

TEMPLATE for adding Content Details to the BWG Measures Library Landing Page
Digitally Supported Measurement Tools for Researchers
The Measures Library. The Measures Library provides information on measures (published and
researcher-created) and measurement procedures being used in language intervention research.
This library includes the resources describing and needed for using a measure in language
intervention research, for example, the codebooks and reliability procedures used for
observational measures, and well as other outcomes as child and parent interactions, parent
attachment, standardized tests, parent ratings/reports, intervention fidelity, and satisfaction with
an intervention. These are other suggested measurement topics that we are recruiting content for:
1. Home language environment and adult-child communication patterns (LENA)
2. Adult-child interaction observational measures (i.e., codebooks; training, and reliability
procedures)
3. Parent attachment
4. Child language growth and development measures
a. Direct observation
b. Child language samples
c. Parent ratings/reports
5. Standardized tests
6. Intervention fidelity
7. Satisfaction with an intervention
What follows on the next page is a template for contributing a measurement tool to this
Library.
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BWG Measurement Library Content Template

Digitally-based Measurement Tool Content Description
Title: (Example: The Early Communication Indicator [ECI])
Author/Owner: ADD, with Physical Address (Boulder, CO)
Child Age Range: ???? to ????
Description: The TOOL? is a measure of ????? (Provide Web Address here). Add one paragraph
description here.
Content: Discuss what the TOOL measures here in one paragraph. Add URLs for additional
information as is available.
Scalability: The TOOL is scalable to a range of users and applications. ADD Description.
Digital Data Archive: Yes/No (Does the measure have or provide digital access to other raw
data? – Describe if yes.
Web Address: ADD URL
Terms of Use: Describe. If a pdf document exists, ADD URL address.
Cost: None or ADD $ and/or options, give URL for online shopping
Primary Reference/Citation: ADD URL
Illustrative Sources: (Add 1-6 peer reviewed publications in APA format)
Contact Information: ADD URL, ADD RESEARCHER CONTACT IF ANY.
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